
ClogNever Installation and Pre-fitting
If

your AC system is kind of old, and there is no ¾” T-fitting for ClogNever,

here is how to create one.

The system shown here on the top-left is a typical old system that uses a flexible ¾”

clear hose to connect the AC tray to the ¾” drain pipe. The photo in top-right corner

shows ClogNever system installed in a newer system that has ¾” tee.

Legal Disclaimer
ClogNever device is designed to help keep bacterial and microbial growth and all living
organisms under control and reduce the chance of clogging the drain line; it is not
intended to clear and remove existing built up and old accumulation. Neither it is
designed to clear or remove dirt and other deposit from the drain line. Maintaining the
unit periodically is still required, the drain line needs to be cleared before installation.

● Always install ClogNever above the drain pan and float switch level
● In doubt please, call customer service from Clognever.com website
● Do not mix with other chemicals
● Could be a skin or eyes irritant, and must keep out of reach of children
● If swallowed or ingested, please call poison control center or a doctor



1- To start, remove the ¾” clear tubing. The one in

the original photo is already too dirty. Make sure

you have a water bucket underneath to collect

any dripping water. Also make sure you do not

bend the copper pipes next to the drain line.

2- Use a ¾” Tee with a ¾” pipe piece connected to

it. If possible a clear PVC is recommended to

allow you seeing any future build up.

3- Connect the ¾” pipe to the fitting attached to

the tray. The one shown here is kind of 90

degree elbow. Most likely the pipes would not

necessarily line up to fit straight through, so it is

always a good idea to use two 45-degree

elbows the way shown in the figure.  In the

photo, the two 45 elbows did not have to be

apart from each other, they fit back to back. In

your case, the Tee might be a bit too low, and in

this case the ¾” pipe nipple connecting the two

elbows must be long enough. All PVC fitting

pieces should be fitted together tightly to

prevent leaking (water tight). Use PVC glue when

done.

4- Also a float switch is now installed as it is

currently required by code.

5- ! Warning Now you have added a Tee to the

drain line and created a new ¾” opening for

ClogNever, this opening must be higher than

the Float Switch. If the new ClogNever opening

is not higher than the Float Switch opening, the

Float Switch will not work as intended. In this

installation, the new opening we created is lower

than the Float Switch, so a ¾” coupling and a

piece of pipe were added to raise it.

6- If you do not have clear PVC pipe, use the white

PVC from your local hardware store.



7- Now open the ClogNever package.

8- You will find the main valve, two bottles, blue

holder and cap, a ¼” small pipe (white PVC or

clear), and some mounting accessories. If you

think you are missing any part, contact the

distributor. You should get replacement parts

easily.

9- Make sure the O-ring on the ¼” small pipe is at

the same height as the height of the holder.

Slide it up and down if it is not.

10- Insert the ¼” small pipe into the ¼” hole in the

holder till it lands on the O-ring. Now the holder

is ready.

11- Take one liquid bottle and remove the cap. Be

careful not spill, the liquid is like a very strong

cleaning detergent, it may affect your clothes or

carpet. If you spill, wash your hands and clean

the area with water.

12- Hold the valve vertically and insert the clear

tubing inside the bottle. Make sure the tip

reaches the bottom of the bottle. Gently screw

the bottle into the valve. DO NOT squeeze the

bottle while screwing it into the valve. When the

bottle is all the way screwed into the valve, make

it snug while holding the bottle from its bottom

to avoid squeezing it. If by mistake the bottle is

squeezed, some liquid will come out from the

clear tube. That is Ok, just clean the area.

13- Now you have the ClogNever system ready to

install.



14- Insert the holder into the ¾” opening you

created earlier on the AC drain pipe.

15- Place the bottle in the holder.

16- ! Warning: Insert the loose end of the clear

hose into the tip of the ¼” pipe. DO NOT insert

more than 1” of the hose into the pipe; if you do,

this will cause the liquid to syphon too fast (If the

tube is too long, cut it to size).

17- To turn the valve on, click the button one time

using the tip of your finger. Be gentle and you

should hear and feel the click. The light indicator

will flash for 10-15 times, indicating it is now

operational. By default it will release 20 drops of

liquid every 10 days for the whole year. To give a

liquid release boost, hold the button down for

18- 3 flashes (it should flash 3 times only ), and the

valve will give a boost dosage. It will flash again

and return to normal operation.

19- The light indicator. If the light at any time flashed

in an inconsistent pattern not as described

above, you may have entered a programming

mode. To reset the valve, simply push the

button down and hold it till you see the light

flashing 4 times, release, and it will blink rapidly

in a fading pattern till it stops. This is the factory

reset. To change the program settings, refer to

the programming manual on ClogNever website.


